
• View a problem from a different perspective to find the 
true root cause

• Drive change and business growth in your organization 
• Translate insights into actionable outcomes
• Practice innovative thinking and creative problem solving
• Co-define and co-design solutions to prototype and test

Envision what your future in food, beverage, 
and process manufacturing looks like

Our experts are here to 
help you solve key 
challenges such as:

• Reduce costs and 
maintain margins

• Improve end to end 
traceability 

• Maintain compliance

• Quality control

• Increase efficiency 
through the supply 
chain How Columbus can help

Columbus is a global IT service and consulting company with 
more than 2,000 employees serving our customers worldwide. 
We lead with best-practice consulting and managed services 
that we have refined over more than 3,000 successful 
implementation projects. 

As part of Catalyst, meet with our experts and run an 
envisioning workshop, where we can ideate together using 
design led thinking concepts and jointly define how to enable 
the digital transformation of your organization.

This one-day briefing starts with a review of your business 
objectives, followed by mutual discovery and visualization of 
solutions, ending with a clear, actionable picture of how we can 
help you reach your business goals.

Let’s ideate together

The food industry faces many challenges; ever shortening 
timescales for product development, complex customer 
requirements, inefficient supply chains, and an increasing 
regulatory burden, to name a few. 

In this new reality, how do you envision the future state of your 
organization? Build your transformation strategy with Microsoft 
Catalyst, a proven and powerful approach to innovation. 

Process Manufacturing a better future. 

Columbus for Food, Beverage 
and Process Manufacturing



What is Microsoft Catalyst? 
Build, plan, and execute business transformation strategies with a proven, innovative approach from 
Microsoft Catalyst—an envisioning and planning program that employs Microsoft Dynamics 365, the 
Microsoft Power Platform, and the Microsoft Cloud. Your business transformation starts with an I.D.E.A. 

Start by finding the transformation strategy that’s right for you. Define and prioritize your strategy using 
development activities, then foster ideation and drive decision making with an envisioning workshop.

Columbus Food, Beverage and Process Manufacturing 

Envisioning 
Workshop

Business Value & 
Solution Assessment

Solution 
Demonstration

Transformation 
Plan

https://dynamics.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-catalyst/

Inspire
Imagine a future state 
solution for your business

Design
Discover what’s
possible by aligning 
technology investments
to business goals

Empower
Empower others in
your organization to
see the value 

Achieve
Achieve business
outcomes and improved 
customer experiences

Columbus Food, Beverage and Process Manufacturing, built on Microsoft Dynamics 365, utilizing the 
Microsoft digital platform, streamlines the supply chain while cutting costs. It increases process efficiency, 
improves accuracy and visibility of data, enhances product safety and maximizes margins. With our know-
how and industry solution, we help food manufacturers like Amy’s Kitchen, Mrs. Gerrie’s, Noosa, and 
Wyman’s make significant improvements to their businesses. 

Get Started

For more information visit:

Request an envisioning workshop today! 
Contact Columbus at us-marketing@columbusglobal.com


